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Monterey Bay coast: Waiting on the
waves

Large waves slam the coastline along Ocean View Boulevard in Pacific Grove obscuring a photographer,
top center, as a swell builds along the Monterey County Coastline on October 28, 2015. (David Royal -
Monterey Herald)

By Amy McDermott, newsroom@montereyherald.com,,

@AmyGMcDermott on Twitter

POSTED: 10/28/15, 5:38 PM PDT |  UPDATED: 3 WEEKS, 6 DAYS AGO 0 COMMENTS

Monterey >> A large storm in the Gulf of Alaska is driving big waves

along the Central Coast.

A 9- to 12-foot swell is forecast through Thursday, peaking about three

feet higher than the decade’s October average, reported by National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Data Buoy Center.

The waves resulted in a coastal flood advisory for several Southern

California beaches through Friday, according to a Coastal Hazard

Message issued by the National Weather Service Wednesday.

No flood advisory has been issued for the Central Coast, but the high surf

advisory cautions that “the combination of high surf and unusually high

tides will create a possibility of coastal flooding in low-lying areas near

the beach.”

Monterey is normally hit by huge swells in December. Between 1987 and

2015, average wave height peaked near 12 feet. October is early for waves

this big, but there is no clear link to El Niño, stresses National Weather

Service forecaster Steve Anderson.

These waves are huge because the storm that drives them started 3,500

miles north, Anderson said. That distance is a “long area for swells to

build.” It gives the waves time to grow before they hit California.
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The Gulf of Alaska “is one of stormiest places on earth,” added Seth

Danielson, research assistant professor of physical oceanography at the

University of Alaska at Fairbanks. Low-pressure systems spawned from

fall through early spring drive the wind and rain, he said. “There’s a ton of

energy in these things. Wind in the North Pacific, when it’s been blowing

for days on end, is generating a large swell that can travel down.”

Alaskan storms may drive waves, but they don’t influence water

temperature, Anderson and Danielson agreed. Water itself is not coming

down from Alaska.

“The wave is this energy that’s propagating on the surface of the water.

The energy is moving but the particles aren’t going anywhere,” Danielson

said. He compared the situation to making waves on a jump rope.

Snapping the rope sends a wave traveling down its length, but the

particles of the rope don’t change.

“It really is the wind that’s building up the waves,” Danielson added. “As

you blow the wind stronger and longer, you generate huge swells that can

propagate thousands of kilometers on their own energy.”

The storm is not responsible for high tides, predicted to reach six feet by

noon on Thursday. “Tides are driven by moon cycles,” Anderson

explained. And full moons pull the highest tides, he added.

Tides driven by the full “Hunter’s Moon” on Tuesday could interact with

the unseasonably large waves to change surf patterns in Monterey.

The high surf advisory cautions that the swell may result in “dangerous

currents including strong rip currents.” The combination of big waves

and strong currents could result in unsafe conditions near the beach.

“Some places that are normally dry during high tide could be washed over

by some of the higher waves,” Anderson said.
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